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Symphony of Peace Prayers, May 14, 2006

The beautiful entry of the national flags into the Prayer Field is always a special moment, and many can be found crying soft tears. 
On this day, the heavy fog that enveloped the Prayer Field added to the mystical and powerful feeling of the moment. 

Religious leaders gathered on stage at the end of the ceremony

Wrapped in blankets and wearing rain coats, the participants 
are seen praying the various prayers for peace, led by the reli-

gious leaders 

http://www.byakko.org
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May 14, 2006 Symphony of Peace Prayers 
Interfaith Gathering, Fuji Sanctuary

Good Morning Honored Guests, 
Ladies and Gentlemen.

Welcome to the Fuji Sanctuary and 
thank you for attending the Symphony 
of Peace Prayers - to offer our united 
prayers transcending all boundar-
ies of race, religion and creed for the 
peace of world humanity.

It is with great joy that we present 
our second interfaith gathering here 
again at the Fuji Sanctuary. On be-
half of the Byakko Shinko Kai I ex-
press my deepest gratitude.

Since the founding of the Fuji 
Sanctuary 26 years ago, this sanctu-
ary has been dedicated and devoted 
solely for the purpose of praying for 
the peace of the world. Thousands 
of people have been gathering on a 
monthly basis to continue praying 
for the peace of every world nation 
at this very site. As a result, you may 

have noticed that this sanctuary is 
brimming with energies of peace.

 In 2004, we opened the doors of 
this sanctuary to the public so as to 
further the cultivation of peace. Many 
who have awakened to peace con-
sciousness have come to visit this 
sanctuary not only from within Japan 
but from around the world.

The interfaith representatives who 
are with us here today representing 
Buddhism, Christianity, Islam, Shin-

toism and Judaism responded favor-
ably to our wishes of transmitting the 
vibrations of their interfaith prayers 
from Fuji Sanctuary out to the world.  
Despite their busy schedules they 
have joined us today and we are truly 
grateful.

Through their respective prayers, 
our interfaith representatives will act 
as conductors to lead us in the Sym-
phony of peace prayers. We invite you 
to participate with united hearts, so Mr.Taira Tanaka, President of Byakko 

Shinko Kai 

Leaders of the Protestant, Catholic, Shinto, Judaism, Buddhism and Islam faiths 
gathered in the Prayer Field 
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Synchronized to the world peace prayers, the flags of each nation are presented on stage

Members of Cosmionic Science and Nana Maru Members perform Jinrui 
Soku Kami Nari with  ‘ Ocean Breath ‘ 

that we may release the harmonious 
vibrations of our symphonic prayers 
from this sanctuary to the world. 

At this very moment there are over 
10,000 people joining us simultane-
ously through a great number of over-
seas locations in 34 countries, prayers 
are reaching us from Australia, Brazil, 
Hungary; Nepal, Poland; Scotland, 
the United States to name a few. 

May this ceremonial gathering  
provide an opportunity for the re-
ligious leaders of the world to serve 
united for the highest purpose of cre-
ating peace on earth as we celebrate 
the oneness of our cultural and reli-
gious diversity through a Symphony 
of Peace Prayers. 

May Peace Prevail on Earth. 
Thank you very much –Taira Tanaka 

Symphony of Peace Prayers, High-
lights 

Again this year’s Symphony of Peace 
Prayers unfolded in cold weather and 
a dense fog rolled into the sanctuary as 
soon as the ceremony started. As the In-
terfaith Prayers for Peace began, a thin 
rain started to fall that grew stronger as 
the ceremony went on. 
Finally at the end of the ceremony, the 
skies opened up a little, Fuji san ‘made 
a little appearance’ though soon went 
hidding into the clouds again, and for a 
while we could see the stage and the re-
ligious representatives. What struck me 
most was that it was of course the very 
first time each one of them was invited 
to such an outdoor prayer, and that they 
seemed to be comfortable even in such 
cold weather and remained in prayers all 
along. Some of them presented their own 
flag adding to their experience. Masami 
Sensei commented later on, saying :“You 
may think , should the weather had been 
bright and shiny, how good it would 
have been. However, there was a deep 
meaning to this weather.
What impressed the various religious 
leaders more than anything else was 
your immovable will and attitude. Their 
comments to me were:  “How impressed 
I was by your people! When it started 
raining, they quickly took out their rain
wears, and undisturbed continued pray-
ing Byakko people are truly amazing.” 

Opening of the ceremony with a Shinto blessing 
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Masami Saionji speech highlights

I  offer my deepest gratitude to our 
distinguished guests, interfaith 

representatives and the great number 
of people from within Japan as well 
as from abroad who have joined us in 
our Ceremony today.

I was filled with the greatest of joy 
especially when all your voices united 
as one heart and mind to join the  in-
terfaith peace prayers offered by the 
representatives of Islam, Christianity, 
Shinto, Buddhism and Judaism.
It was an experience of the greatest 
of bliss.

World peace will not be created by 
a handful of spiritual masters, wise 
leaders or presidents of the world. 

Each and every one of us will collec-
tively create peace on earth The pre-
cious existence of each and every one 
of us will manifest peace on earth

The love for peace which lies within 
each of our hearts will cultivate peace 

on earth. When each one of us lives 
with an elevated mind we will see 
true peace on earth.

By praying for peace in the lan-
guages of the world - by recognizing 
The love for peace which lies within 
each of our hearts will cultivate peace 

on earth. When each one of us lives 
with an elevated mind we will see 

true peace on earth.
There was no room for prejudice 

or duality to exist - no room for dis-
crimination or separation - the only 
existence was the love in our hearts 
uniting us in prayer.

Through our Symphony of Peace 
Prayers today, we are rewriting the 
history of wars, struggles, religious 
conflicts and racial prejudices - we 
have started to write a completely 
new page in the history of human-
ity based on a high dimensional con-
sciousness. 

It is none other than the prayers for 
peace offered by each and everyone of 
us that will change the course of his-
tory.

I offer my infinite gratitude to each 
and everyone of you for your presence 
here today.

May Peace Prevail On Earth

Gathered on stage, Religious Leaders at the end of the interfaith prayers

On behalf of Dadi Janki, from the Brahma 
Kumaris, Sister Maureen shares Dadi Janki 

message of peace with  the audience

It was really very honestly a very 
unique experience. I have prayed 

with other faiths before, two or three 
times, but this is the first time that 
I pray in the presence of such  large 
crowd . And such a positive feeling. 
It was really very special. There are so 
many wars and so many problems in 
the world today, and its so important 
for people from different backgrounds, 
different faiths to come together to 
remember that what we have in com-
mon really is much more important, 
transcends those divisions. 

And if we would come together more 
often in such an event and focus 
through  prayer and concentration on 
that idea, it will do a lot of good in the 
world definitely. 
Its really amazing. I have never prayed 
in the language of 192 different coun-
tries. I think that so much happened 
in such a short time, in the course of 
the past few hours, that it will take 
me a little bit of time to digest to or-
ganize my thoughts. But one thing is 
definitely true that it was all very very 
positive. 

Rabbi Noach has since met with Masa-
mi Saionji, and talks about co-author-
ing a book that will look at similarities 
in the two systems of thoughts is under 
way. (The Jewish tradition and Byakko 
Shinko Kai philosophy) 
Rabbi Noach is scheduled to write first 
an article for our english Byakko maga-
zine. He has accepted to lead the prayer  
again at Symphony of Peace Prayer, 
slated May 20, 2007. 
With infinite gratitude. 

Comments by Rabbi Henri Noach, Jewish Community of Japan in Tokyo 

Masami Saionji enjoying a stroll in the 
Prayer Field
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June 4th, 2006, Anchoring of Ultimate
Universal Light at Fuji Sanctuary 

Masami Sensei’s Speech, Highlights 

“ First I want to thank you for the kind prayers you 
have constantly offered for the accomplishment of my 
work in the US this spring. I know through my own 
experience that our prayers come true completely. What 
I am today I owe to your prayers. There is no mistake 
about it.”  

“In each ceremony, I see national deities standing above 
the flags that surround the prayer field, offering their deep 
appreciation to you. Today however, huge ‘crowds’ stood 
above each flag where the Lecturers were performing 
JRSKN IN. They were the thoughts of thankfulness from 
the citizens of each nation. The time will surely come 
when you will also see these scenes with me.” 
The vision I spiritually saw forty years ago when Goi Sen-
sei and I prayed here for the first time at dawn – huge 
crowds of people from all parts of the world endlessly vis-
iting Fuji – will finally be realized.” 

“The May ceremony (Symphony of Peace Prayers May 
2006) was a great success! The religious leaders of various 
faiths attended the ceremony with no knowledge of our 
prayer. Although they sympathized with our intention, 
and agreed to join us, they had no idea what would really 
take place. At the reception following the ceremony, all of 
them expressed their feelings and impressions and what 
moved them above all was your devotion to the prayers, 
this despite the cold weather. You took joy in praying and 
contributing to the world with not a shred of wanting 
something in return. This exalted consciousness was sim-
ply beyond their imagination.”

“Your impressions of praying the various religious 
prayers greatly touched me as you said, ‘All the other 
prayers vibrated to my soul’ , ‘They brought tears to my 
eyes’ , ‘I was touched especially by the Shinto prayer this 
year’, ‘I knew that the fundamentals are the same which-
ever faith it is,’ etc.
In 2007, we will invite various religious leaders once more, 
welcoming anyone from any faith regardless of the past 
negativity they may carry still. We can do so because the 
vibrations that fill this land have a marvelous power that 
is strong enough to purify those negativity. What has built 
this sanctuary is none other than each of your prayers, the 
wonders of your prayers does not compare to anything.

“No matter what your surface consciousness may look 
like, in the depth of your being resides a dignified con-
sciousness that penetrates heaven and earth. You do not 
realize this because some of your past is still stored in your 
hearts. After 2007, I imagine that the chances for me to 
speak directly to you like this will be few. As (spiritual) 
leaders, you will be called to convey to others what I have 
shared with you over the years. 

As a result of deepening your understanding of truth, 
and elevating yourselves, you have come to the level of 
acknowledging God within yourselves. If it was not so,  
you could not be here. You do not realize the importance 
of this fact. 

(Masami Sensei walking among the audience asked to a few 
people: What is Life? ‘Life is the path toward God’, ‘ It is 
manifesting ‘Ware Soku Kami Nari’ and ‘Jinrui Soku Kami 
Nari’ came the answers).
Exactly! We have lived for this very end. Wars, religious 
strife, racial segregation etc. have occurred in order to 
make people understand this truth. All people are born in 
order to learn this ultimate truth, Ware Soku Kami Nari, 
I am a divine being. Now that you have realized this, you 
will live out your natural life span, and without any regret, 
you will merge into light when you die.” 

“As leaders, you must make all your choices and deci-
sions from the place of Ware Soku Kami Nari. If your deci-
sion is based on a past negative experience, it will invari-
ably end up in failure. When you need to make a choice, 
never fail to do the spiritual breathing.” (Check the web site 
for more information on this important breathing practice)

“If you can love your own existence, and are thankful 
about it, peace will prevail in your life and circumstances.  
If you dislike yourself, blame yourself, and injure yourself,  
you will not be able to create happiness or prosperity. 
You must forgive yourself, no matter what your past was, 
because you are the only one, not God, who can forgive 
yourself.” 

The beautiful Lecturers of Byakko praying by each  national flag
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NANA MARU NEWS

“To those of you who have learned Jinrui Soku Kami 
Nari IN with spiritual breathing, (Ocean Breath) I ask that 
you practice it steadfastly. The more you practice it, the 
deeper your consciousness will become, and while prac-
ticing, your chakras will open one by one. The spiritual 
breathing is the tool to induce the cosmic energy. 

Time came for the descent of ultimate universal light. As al-
ways during this phase of the ceremony, a beautiful soft music 
is played, so that the light is introduced gently given the time 
to swirl down on the sound vibrations.

“People with such wonderful souls have gathered here.  
The ultimate universal light is descending, please invite the 
light. Through the introduction of the light, we are urging 
world humanity’s awakening to truth. To fulfill this, your 
energy is essential. The light is not for ourselves only, but 
is for the people who died in various circumstances, wars, 
earthquakes, diseases etc. Also I can clearly see conscious-
ness bodies from all countries, waiting to absorb this light 
Now you are able to do this great work of sharing the 
light with others. On June 4, 2006, we have achieved yet 
another dimensional elevation.”

“Now the light is descending. Inhale deeply, thinking 
‘Ware Soku Kami Nari’ , pause while thinking ‘Accomplished’, 
exhale while thinking ‘Jinrui Soku Kami Nari.
(This spiritual breathing practice was repeated 3 times at the 
end of which Masami Sensei asked everyone to acknowledge 
and congratulate each other for this powerful work). 

Thank you and congratulations to each and every one 
of you. 

—Translated by Kinuko Hamaya

Nana Maru, Lecturers and Byakko friends 
working overseas on the Divine Tasks, with 
the Fuji Staff. Enjoy the photo gallery!

Nana Maru, Fuji staff and friends, Buenos Aires

Members praying for the peace of the world reciting the prayer in 
each country’s language 

Nana Maru  from Hungary & Poland, with Fuji staff , Hungary

Mr Tanaka, NM, Int.. Lecturers, Brisbane Australia 

Mr Tanaka, Nana Maru, Silvana Int. Lecturer, Geelong Australia 
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NM from Lithuania and Poland with Fuji staff, Warsaw

Padma leading an IN workshop with a  women’s group, New Jersey  

NM from Paraguay, Argentina with Mr Tanaka and Mr Naya 

NM from Italy, Spain, the UK, lead an IN workshop in Lisbon 
Portugal

NM from the UK and Byakko friends in Lincoln UK

Mr Yoshioka, Mr Akiyama, with a group of NM & Byakko friends, 
Budapest , Hungary 

Mr Tanaka, NM and Byakko friends in Bangalore, India 

Zoya,  NM  from Russia, leads an IN workshop in Moscow
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The Wisdom of Masahisa Goi

Beauty is the resonance that pre-
cedes sensation. Among the 

divine qualities of truth, goodness, 
and beauty, beauty is at the apex. 
Beauty is the expression of the di-
vine mind, the manifestation of love 
and harmony. 

All things beautiful are the reso-
nance of the divine life. 

When things seem to be at their worst, and beyond 
our control, that is the time when the dawn 

is nearest. It is a sign that good things will certainly 
come. 
From “I Heard It Like This” compiled by Mr. Hideo Takahashi. 
The book is now available. Please check byakkopress.org

This Newsletter is available in English only. Anyone interested, 
please feel free to translate any parts of it into other languages. The 
NL can be viewed on the web site, in color! 
Thank you. — Nicole, Taku, Keiko and Kai
♼ Fuji Sanctuary Newsletter is printed on recycled paper. 

Do we have your correct address? Do you want to continue 
receiving the Newsletter? We automatically delete all re-

turned mail from the data base. Please, do let us know if you are 
moving and wish to remain on the list. 
Please e-mail to: keiko@byakko.org. 
With infinite gratitude.

NM from Latvia, Egons, leads an IN workshop Riga

A group of Shinjin working on their Mandala, following a work-
shop retreat at the Quiron Astrological Centre, Lisbon Portugal

Nurturing new Shinjin, our most press-
ing and important task 

A group of NM & Lecturer after a Goshinji led by the NM, at 
Allanton Sanctu ary, March 06 Dumfries UK

There are many wonderful pictures coming to us and I 
wish I could include them ALL in the NL. After Sym-

phony of Peace Prayers 2007 is over, we are toying with the 
idea of increasing the number of pages? Infinite creativity and 
possibility and ... before anything, infinite time. —Nicole. 

Retreat at Allanton Sanctuary, with Taka-
hashi Hideo Sensei

Children plant a Peace Pole at Allanton Sanctuary assisted by Mr 
Takahashi and friends

For the third time this year, a three days retreat was or-
ganized at Allanton Sanctuary with Mr Takahashi, one 
of the first students of Masahisa Goi. During his stay, a 
Peace Pole was planted on the sanctuary’s grounds, with 
the help of the children. Takahashi Sensei is a poet, he 
also studied with Ueshiba Sensei the great master and 
founder of Aikido.


